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We investigate the spectral properties of Dirac operators with singular 
potentials which are constructed by means of a cut-off procedure. We prove 
the invariance of the essential spectrum, establish norm resolvent convergence 
of the cut-off operators, and prove spectral gap formulas. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In studying the Dirac operator with strongly singular potentials (e.g., Coulomb 
potential) one is concerned with self-adjoint extensions of the minimal Dirac 
operator 
T:=(ap+IS+q)P&, 
D, := [Co-(R+3)]*, R+3 : = W\{O>, 
(1) 
where 
a:= al, ( % 9 4 
011 7 $>05,oIp := /3 are Hermitian 4 x 4 matrices satisfying the commutation 
relations 
a$x~ f ci$j = 2SjJ (j,K = 1,2,3,4). 
The potential q is subject to the condition 
p := sup 1 xq(x)j < co. 
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Extensive work on the Dirac operator has been done by Schmincke [7, 81, 
Nenciu [4], and Wiist [ll-131. We remind the reader that T is essentially self- 
adjoint if TV < 93112 (i.e., for atomic numbers z < 118) [8]. When p~c(3V/2, 1) 
essential self-adjointness in general no longer holds. However, it is possible to 
select self-adjoint extensions which are physically distinguished. Nenciu [4] 
required for his extension ? 
D( ?) C D( 1 T, I”‘) 
so that states in D(F) yield a finite free energy expectation value. 
(2) 
Wiist’s extension T is distinguished by demanding 
T = T* p D(r-li2) (3) 
giving a finite potential energy. Moreover T is obtained from nonsingular 
potentials by a limit procedure (strong resolvent limit). Since we have shown in [3] 
that L? = !? there is no more need to argue which extension is more physical. 
In this paper we first show that o,,,(F) = aess(T,,). Then we prove that T is 
even a norm resolvent limit of operators with cut-off potentials. Moreover we 
give some information about the location of the point spectrum in the gap (- 1,l) 
using methods which proved fruitful in connection with bound states of 
Schrodinger operators. We improve the expressions for the spectral gap found 
by Schmincke [9] and Wtist [13]. S ome of our conclusions are based on 
monotonicity properties and this might be of some interest in its own since the 
Dirac operator is not semibounded. 
II. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES 
We introduce the potential classes 
MU : = {Q 1 4: R+3 --f R measurable, X;\!z 1 xq(x)l = p}, 
M,+p,-) : = (4 E .Mw I 4 B 0 (4 d o>>. 
P f (0, l), 
The family {qt&, of cut-off potentials was introduced in [12]. A possible choice is 
444 = minM4, t> for q E Mu+, 
(x E R+3, t 2 0) 
e(x) = m=+7(4, -t> for q E Mu-. 
Moreover we define 
To:=(ap+8)i‘Do, 
T,:=To+qt, 
p : = strong resolvent limit of Tt as t ---f co. 
4o9/72/1-14 
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For existence and characterization of p see [13]. We will usually take 4 from 
either of the classes MU+ or Mu-. How one can handle general 4 E M, is described 
in the Appendix to [3]. 
In our first theorem we show, using a classical theorem of Weyl, that 
This extends a result of Nenciu [4], who proved that o,,,(p) C o,,,( T,,). 
THEOREM 11.1. Let p < 1 and q E M,, . Then 
Proof. In [3] we proved that for Q E Mu 
By Weyl’s theorem [5, p. 1131 we only need to show that r-1/2T;’ is compact 
for G and y-lj2qi-l are bounded [3] and (r112T;‘)* = T;W12. Because of a 
theorem proved by Weidmann [lo, p. 2601 this follows if(i) r-1/2 has To-bound 0, 
and (ii) Y-~/~T;’ is compact. The first fact is clear for y-lj2 is relatively 1 T,, l1j2- 
bounded. For the second we note that Ti2 = (--d + 1)-l, where --d denotes 
the self-adjoint Laplacian on the Sobolev space EP(llP). The compactness of 
~-l/~(--d + 1)-l is proved in [5, p. 117, example 61. The compactness of 
p-l - T$ allows us to prove 
THEOREM 11.2. Let p < 1 and q E Mu+. Then 
p = norm resolvent limit Tt . 
Proof. Let q E Mu- (an analogous proof works for q E M,,+). 
Theorem II.2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5 in Kato [2, p. 4551 
for p-1 - T,-l = (T-1 - T,$) - (T;l - Til) is compact and T-l - T;’ < 
F-l - T,;‘when t > t’ [I 1, 121. 
With the following lemmas we are heading toward some results about the 
location of the eigenvalues of T in the gap (- 1, 1) of the essential spectrum of T. 
LEMMA 11.3. il r-1/2T;1~-1p (/ < 1. 
Proof. It was proved in Lemma 3 of [13, p. 266, inequality (20) with c = l] 
that for UED,, EE(O, l), 
Ij f(r)l/*T,p /I2 > (1 - e”) j/ f(r)l+‘u 1i2, (5) 
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where 
f(r) = ET for O<r<l/e 
= 1 for l/e < r < co. 
Since D, is a core of To inequality (5) holds for all u E D( T,,), in particular for 
Inserting this in (5) and dividing by E we get 
The second term on the left-hand side is zero for E sufficiently small and w E D, . 
Futhermore 
1 
s 
u(x)l” I - 
I x I2 
dx < E I/ u iI2 + 0, 
E 
E $0. 
ld>l/~ 
So the limit E 4 0 yields 
1) w lj2 >, f 9 = // r-1’2T,,1r-1’2w II2 (w E D,). 
COROLLARY 11.4. Let p < 1 and q E Mu. Then 
I/ I q 11’2 G’ I q 11’21~ < P < 1. 
Proof. Multiply r-1/2T;1r-1/2 on both sides by j q /1/2r1/2 and note that 
For E E (- 1, 1) we define the operators 
We also define 
A(E) := 1 q l1’2 (T, - E)-l I q 11’2. 
S+(E) = sup+WN, 
S-(E) = inf (r(A(E)), 
EE(--1,l). 
(6) 
We note that for q E M, , A(E) is bounded and self-adjoint. 
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LEMMA 11.5. Let p < 1 and q E Mu. Then 
S*(E) 3 S*(E’) (E > E’; E, E’E (-1, 1)). 
Proof. Define P+O (P-O) to be the spectral projections of To for the intervals 
[l, co) ((-co, -11). Furthermore let 
and 
To* : = Pko To (so PkoTo C TOP*0 = P-+O ToPho) 
g& := P*O 1 q I’l”f 
when f E Do C D(l q 11/2), Then if 
E, E’ E (-1, I), E’ < E, 
(f, 4E)f) = (g-(To- - EH-) + (g+ v (To+ - Wg+) 
2 (g- , (To- - E’)-lg-) + (g+ , (To+ - E/)-k+) 
= (fy W’) f ). 
We used the fact that (To- - E)-l resp. (To + - E)-l are negative resp. positive 
operators. Lemma II.5 follows by taking the sup (inf) over f E Do , 11 f 11 = 1. 
LEMMA 11.6. +4(E)) = u(--A(-E)). 
Proof. There exists a unitary map U so that 
UT,U-l = -To, UqU-l = q. 
Hence UA(E) U-l = --A(-E). 
In the standard basis where cq = (8, 2), oi = Pauli spin matrices, we get 
Lemmas II.5 and II.6 are results of a discussion with B. Simon. 
LEMMA 11.7. LetqEL”(lR3)nM,.SupposeEE(-1, 1)and 
4 GO, then E E O(P) tt 1 E &4(E)), 
q 2 0, then E E (s(F) tt - 1 E a(A(E)). 
Proof. We need only consider q < 0. j q 11/2 is To-compact (e.g., by the 
argument given in the proof of Theorem 11.1). Hence A(E) is compact. Under 
our assumptions on q we have that ?’ = To + q, D(T) = D(T,). Suppose that 
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(7’s + q)f = Ef. Then g := + 1 4 11/2f (# 0) obeys A(E)g = g. Conversely, 
if A(E)g = g then g := (T, - E)-l 1 q 1112g obeys Tf = Ef. 
Remark. The conditions on q in Lemma II.7 can be weakened considerably. 
However, we only apply it to cut-off potentials (which belong to La n M,*). 
In [13] the following expression for a spectral gap was derived. 
This holds for semibounded q E M, . For central potentials q(x) = Q(I x I) and 
. . 
under restrictions on Y : = supa>s 1 r(rQ(~))’ 1, Schmincke [9] showed that 
u(T) c {A E R/l h 1 3 (1 - /.62)1/a - E}, (8) 
where P -+ 0 if v -+ 0, and v --+ 0 means that the potential looks more and more 
like the exact Coulomb potential p/I x I. 
The above two formulas do not take into account the sign of q. One knows, 
for instance from the study of the square-well potential, that for a negative well 
the eigenvalues emerge from the right edge +l of a(T,). Furthermore, the 
conditions on q in (8) could make one believe that strongly wiggling potentials 
would tend to narrow the gap. However, a monotonicity argument will tells us 
that oscillations in the potential do not affect the size of the gap. 
We use the following lemma in our proof below. We formulate it such that 
it applies to negative potentials. For a proof see Corollary 3.8 in the article of 
Weidmann in [lo]. , 
LEMMA 11.8. Let A be self-aajoint, (a, b) C p(A), B < 0, D(B) 3 D(A), so 
that A + B is also self-adjoint. Assume that for every f E Ran Pi,,,)(A) we have 
that -Pf,ff) B (Af,ff> + (b - d Ilf Il”f OY some 71 < b - a. Then (a, b - 7) C 
r@ + 3 
Remark. If B >, 0 we demand that for 
Then 
f E Ran %m,a~(4 
@f,ff> G -(AfTff> + 61 + 4 llf l12. 
(rl + a, b) C P(A + B). 
To prepare the proof of the next theorem we remind the reader of some facts 
from perturbation theory (cf. Kato [2]). Let G be an isolated part of a(A). 
Define a:=inf{xIxEG), b:=sup{x(x~G}, d:=inf{)x-y]jxEG,yE 
u(A)\@. If 11 B ]I < d/2 then (b, d + d/2) E p(A + B) by Lemma 11.8. Moreover, 
perturbation theory shows that a(A) n (a - d/2, b] # 0. 
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We will apply Lemma II.8 and the above arguments in the more general case 
where B(z) depends norm continuously on z(z > 0). If in a situation like the 
one described above we a priori know that for some a”, 2 E (u - d, a), we have 
that 12 E P(A + B(x)) f or all x 3 0, we can conclude that a(A f B(z)) n 
(Z, b] f m for all z > 0. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 11.9. Let p < 1 and q E M,,*. Then q E Mu7 implies o(T) C R\ 
(-(1 - $)lj2, 1) and qc iFI,- implies o(T) C R\(-I, (1 - $)1/Z). 
Proof. We only consider q E iVl,-. First suppose that contrary to the assertion 
in Theorem II.9 we can find E E u(F) n (- 1,O). By the strong resolvent con- 
vergence of Tt we can find t, > 0 and Et0 < 0 so that Et0 E u(T,~) (cf. [6, 
p. 2901). Hence by Lemma II.7 1 E u (JI,~(E,~)) where At0 (Ett,) is defined by (6) 
with q = qt, . By Lemmas II.5 and II.6 and Corollary II.4 
Therefore &JE,(I) cannot have eigenvalue 1. Hence (- 1 , 0] n U(T) = a. Now 
suppose that E E U( p) n (0, (1 - p2)lj2). Again we may pick Et, E (0, (1 - @)1/2) n 
u( TfO) for some t, > 0. We can now find a continuous, radially symmetric poten- 
tial 4 from Schmincke’s class [9] so that 4 < qt, and u(T, + q) C W\{- 1, 
(1 - p2)l12 - S} with 6 < 1 - Et0 . Define 
W.4 := Tto + 44 - qto), z E [O, I]. 
We have B(0) = T’, , B( 1) = T, + g and by the first half of our proof 0 E p(B(.a)) 
for all z E [0, I]. Since p - qt, < 0 it follows from Lemma II.8 and its con- 
sequences that 
u(B( 1)) n (0, Et01 f c . 
However, this contradicts our choice of q. 
Finally we briefly consider the case where q E MU takes positive and negative 
values. We write 
4 = q+ + q- 7 Q& E iv,*. 
We first define ri’_ by a cut-off process as a self-adjoint extension of (T,, + q-) r D, 
and then add q+ to it, supposing for the moment that q+ is bounded. The analysis 
of Lemma II.7 carries over to T- and q+ . We already know that 3”_ has spectral 
gap (- 1, (1 - p2)li2). The eigenvalues which q+ may produce in this gap occur if 
- 1 E u(q;““( T- - E)-’ q:j2), EE(--I,(1 -~~)l’~). (9) 
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We know from [l 1, 121 that 
(I!-- - E)-1 > (To - E)-1 (10) 
so that (9) has no solution in an E-region where inf c$&‘“( T,, - E)-lq:‘“) > - 1. 
This is the case for E E (-(1 - ~~)l/~, 1). Therefore p- + CJ+ has spectral gap 
(-(1 - P2)1/2, (1 - P2)1/2). Th is argument can be taken as a starting point 
to define p := strong resolvent limit (T + (n+)J for general q+ E MUi by a 
cut-off process, for the width of the spectral gap is independent of the Lm-bound 
of q+ . For more details see [3]. 
We add a theorem which can be proved by the above technique and summa- 
rizes our results. Let p < 1, q E M, , and suppose that 7”‘, ?; is constructed by 
means of a cut-off procedure (F+ is defined for q+ analogously to T). Define 
U+ := inf{o(T) n [-1, l]}, 
u- : = SUP{~{ F+) n [- 1, l]}. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 11.10. 
u( T;> c R\(u- 9 u+) 
(-1 < cr- < -(I - $)1/2; (I - P2)lPZ G u+ < 1)s 
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